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GAME REFERENCE SHEET 

 TURN ORDER 

Event I  Initiative and Personal Challenges  
 Event II Spell Casting  
 Event III Ranged Attacks  
 Event IV Movement  
 Event V Melee Combat  
 Event VI Rally  
 

 

Troops Making Ranged Attacks 

Roll 1D6:   (D6 Roll +/- Ranged Modifiers) / Target’s Armor Value 
 

 

 

Individuals Making Ranged Attacks 

Roll Number of D6s equal to Ranged Prowess: 
Result needed to hit:  (D6 Roll +/- Ranged Modifiers +/- Armor Modifier) = 5+ 
 

 

 

Troops Making Melee Attacks 

Roll 1D6:   (D6 Roll +/- Melee Modifiers) / Target’s Armor Value 
 

 

 

Individuals Making Melee Attacks 

Roll Number of D6s equal to Melee Prowess: 
 Result needed to hit:  (D6 Roll +/- Melee Modifiers +/- Armor Modifier) = 5+ 
 

 

 

 

  
  

Rally without a Leader 

Rallying  
Unit 

D6 Roll must meet or 
exceed this number to Rally 

Peasants 5+ 

Yeomen 4+ 

Knights 3+ 

Creatures 4+ 

MORALE CHECK CHART 

  Unit Taking the Morale Check 

Cause of Check Creature 
Mounted 
Knights 

Foot 
Knights 

Mounted 
Yeomen 

Foot 
Yeomen 

Peasants 

Creatures 3 3 3 4 5 5 

Mounted 
Knights 

3 2 2 3 4 5 

Foot Knights 3 1 2 2 3 5 

Mounted 
Yeomen 

2 1 1 2 3 4 

Foot Yeomen 0 -1 1 1 2 3 

Peasants -1 
No 

Check 
No 

Check 
0 1 2 

Ranged Attacks 1 0 0 1 2 3 

Spells & Fire 3 1 1 2 3 5 

 ^  Roll must meet or exceed to pass ^ 

MORALE MODIFIERS 

Situation 
(The  Unit Checking Morale is…) Mod 

…is being attacked in the Flank -1 

…is being attacked in the Rear -2 

…has lost 50% or more Troops -2 

…has lost 50% or more Vitality -2 

Attached Leader has been killed 
this turn 

-1 

Army Commander has been killed 
this turn 

-1 

…is attacking an enemy in the Flank +1 

…is attacking an enemy in the Rear +2 

…outnumbers total of all combat 
opponent(s) in contact.   
   *Each Cavalry count as 2 each.   
   *Individuals use their remaining 
Vitality to calculate. 

+1 

…has a friendly unit also engaged in 
the combat 

+1 

…has a Leader attached +1 CREATURE MORALE FAILURE TABLE 

D6 Roll Result 

1 to 4 
The Creature withdraws one full move to its rear.  It will remain 
there until rallied.  It will fight anyone who attacks it. 

5 
The Creature Flees.   It withdraws one full move to its rear.  It will 
continue to move in that direction until it has moved off the table.  
It will attack ANY units or figures that block its way. 

6 

The Creature goes Berserk.   It turns in a random direcion, see the 
Random Movement Table (9:8), then moves up to its full distance 
towards the nearest unit it faces (in 180 degree arc), and attacks.  
It will continue to move in this fashion every turn, even if engaged 
in combat, until destroyed.  The creature cannot be rallied. 

RANDOM MOVEMENT 

D6 Result 

1-2 Moves to its rear 

3 Moves to its right 

4 Moves to its left 

5 Moves forward  

6 
Stands in place.   
+1 Melee Modifier. 

 

Charts for  

Ranged and Melee 

Combat Attacks  

are found on the 

back interior cover. 
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The references to Rues, Trills, Hecatrons, Jyllarans, Malkoshians, Falmearians, Warriors of Sutherkrein, and The Black Prince  
were developed off of original concepts that were created by Jeff Martin, as part of his Falmurth setting.  Used with Permission. 

 

The Daeshiru and Doom-Thumpers were created by Richard Kerr. 

 
 

 

1st Edition Published as “Chaos Wars, Rules According to Ral for Fantasy Battles”    
Copyright © 1987 Ral Partha. All rights reserved.   
 
 

 2nd Edition Published as “Chaos Wars: Classic Rules, Edition 2.0” 
Copyright © 2015 Iron Wind Metals.  All rights reserved.   

A DIVISION OF  

Dedicated to the founders, sculptors, artists, associates, and staff of Ral Partha Enterprises, too many 
to name, living and gone, who together created something bigger than the sum of its parts, and that lives 
on in spirit here at Iron Wind Metals.   

And to all of the fans of Ral Partha miniatures, old and new, who helped bring this project to life. 
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Rogon the Demonic Dragon 
 

 A red dragon goes about his daily business of 
despoiling the countryside and hoarding treasure in 
his subterranean lair.   Meanwhile, in the earth far 
below, one of the “spirits of might”, those 
unspeakable Fire Demons, rumbles and plots even 
greater evils.   

Suddenly, in a moment of blinding agony for 
them both, they are thrust together – sucked 
simultaneously into the inter-dimensional vortex 
that is the heart of the Chaos Wars conflict! 
 They emerge as one creature.  The shrieking 
agony of their fusion does not abate, but rather 
drives this strange double-creature into a frenzy of 
hatred and killing.  A new order of life is created – 
ROGON, the Demonic Dragon – a terrifying berserker 
in the service of Chaos! 
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The Warlords 

 

These are the ascendant generals of the 
armies that fight in the Chaos Wars – the leaders 
around whom the forces of Light and Darkness 
will rally.  They are more than simple individuals.  
Their personalities and philosophies are so 
dynamic and polarized that the Warlords 
represent symbols, in themselves, of the 
divergent factions competing within the world.   

The best of the best in noble purity is 
perhaps represented by Count Caliburn of the 
Chaygris, whose personal symbol is the unicorn.   

The worst of the worst, perhaps represented 
by K’Kanthlatl Thulussun, master of the chaos 
fleets, whose face is so disgusting that no man 
may look on it without losing his sanity. 

 39:0 PERSONALITIES OF THE CHAOS WARS  
 

39:1 USES 
 If both players agree, each may field up to three of these unique Personalities in their Army Roster.  
 

 39:2 WARLORDSx  
 

  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

BLASAVIUS DRAGONLORD 

Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Human Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 10 10 5 5 3 6 0 

Creature Dragon 4 n/a 6" 12" 12 4 10 6 4 18 0 

 

History:  A chaotic character with a strong affinity for dragons.  He gets along well with the 
great beasts, for he shares their interest in gold and destruction.  He wields twin 
enchanted swords, Black-Fang and Iron-Fang.  Each is endowed with a Dragon’s bane 
enchantment, and when wielded together by one man, they render him immune to the 
breath weapons of Dragons. 

 

Special Rules:  May lead any Forces of Darkness unit.  Immune to Dragon Flame. 
May be fielded with or without his Dragon.   The Dragon does not Check Morale when 
ridden by Blasavius. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

CHURUN 

Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Human Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 8 8 4 4 4 4 0 

 

History: Just what exactly is this character?  Is this a man, a machine, an insect?  Or parts 
of all three, as he appears?  His alignment is as unclear as is his physical nature! 

 Special Rules:  May lead any Forces of Darkness unit. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

PERSONALITIES 
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 WARLORDSx Continued 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

COUNT CALIBURN OF THE CHAYGRIS 

Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Human Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 6 6 3 3 4 4 0 

 

History: Count Caliburn is the last scion of a noble lineage with a long history of martial 
excellence.  His whole-hearted dedication to noble ideals and personal purity has lead 
him to adopt the unicorn as his personal symbol.  The Count is known far and wide as a 
paladin of right, justice and chivalry.  He is immune to the effects of all poisons. 

 Special Rules:  May lead any Forces of Light unit.    Carries an Enchanted Sword. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Light. 

GERALDORN BEASTLORD 

Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Beastman Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 8 8 4 5 3 4 0 

 

History: A rough-hewn character who can hardly be said to have any real alignment at all.  
He prefers the company of wild animals, with whom he can speak, to that of humans.  It 
is rumored that the lion skin he wears allows him to transform into a lion of exceptional 
size and strength.  This skin is particularly remarkable in that his armor and weapons 
magically disappear while Geraldorn is in animal form, and reappear as he resumes his 
man-shape. 

 Special Rules: May lead any non-aligned unit.  Carries an enchanted Sword. 

 Alignment:  Neutral. 

GRIMSKULL THE REAPER 

Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Undead Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 8 8 6 4 3 6 0 

 

History: Certainly a character who no one would be very happy to see.  Wounds from his 
fell sword require twice the normal amount of time to heal, and he wears an Ogre's skull 
for a helmet. 

 

Special Rules: May lead any Forces of Darkness unit, but especially favors undead troops 
(which he can lead even in the absence of a necromancer).  Undead troops led by 
Grimskull receive an additional +1 on morale rolls when in the presence of Priests, Holy 
Warriors, or Angels. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

HELIUS HELIONARIUS 

Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Human Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 6 6 3 3 3 5 0 

 

History: Helius is one of the foremost warlords among the forces of light.  He is said to be 
the offspring of the Sun God and a mortal – and is thus known as the ‘Son of the Sun’.  
The parentage gives him remarkable recuperative powers and an ability to generate a 
glow around himself equivalent to full sunlight. 

 

Special Rules: May lead any Forces of Light unit.  A 3” circle of magical light continually 
surrounds Helius.  Each Light Spell cast upon him restores one Vitality point. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Light. 

PERSONALITIES 
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 WARLORDSx Continued 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

K'KANTHLATL THULUSSUN 

Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Human Champion SPEC Inf 8"/12" n/a 6 / 12 6 / 12 6 3/6 3 7 0 

 

History: The hideous master of the Chaos Fleets, whose face is so disgusting that no one 
has ever seen it and kept his sanity.  Despite his affinity for oceans and watery places, 
where he can fight without hinderance, he remains a formidable warrior on land. 

 

Special Rules: May lead any Forces of Darkness unit. 
Multiple values represent stat when on land / sea. 
Has the Aquatic special rule. 
Units in Melee against the Warlord suffer -1 to Morale Check rolls.  

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

LEONARAN DRAGONMASTER AND GOLDANCER THE DRAGON 

Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Human Champion SPEC Cav 8" n/a 10 10 5 5 4 6 0 

Creature Dragon 4 n/a 6" 12" 12 4 10 6 4 18 0 

 

History: Found at the forefront in the battle against Chaos, he is a lawful character, whose 
special gift is the ability to speak with dragons.  He is often seen with his faithful dragon, 
Goldancer. 

 

Special Rules: May lead any Forces of Light unit.   
May be fielded with or without Goldancer.    
Goldancer does not Check Morale when ridden by Leonaran. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Light. 

LORD NIMROD, THE WEAPONMASTER 

Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Human Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 12 12 6 6 3 7 0 

 

History: Lord Nimrod is reputedly the best swordmaster for hire in the known world, nd a 
successful mercenary general.  As a weapons specialist, he is at home with almost every 
weapon known to man and will achieve high competency with a new weapon in a matter 
of hours.  He is completely unaligned. 

 

Special Rules: May lead any unit except the Undead.  He can also detect any magical 
weapons within 12 inches.  The opponent must declare any magical weapons that move 
within 12". 

 Alignment:  Neutral. 

SIR ROGIER DU FALCONE, THE PHOENIX KNIGHT 

Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Human Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 8 8 4 4 3 6 0 

 
History: An extremely lawful character.  If slain in battle, he will rise in flames, like the 
phoenix, at the next morning’s dawn. 

 Special Rules: May lead any Forces of Light unit. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Light. 

PERSONALITIES 
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 39:3 LEGENDSx  
 

 

 

 

HULGRIM LIFE-TAKER ON THE GIANT WAR HORSE, STAR-STRIDER     

Race Type Rank I/C 
Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Human Champion SPEC Cav 14" n/a 8 8 4 2 4 9 0 

  

History:  Hulgrim originally came from the frozen wastes of the north.  A life of plundering and 
reaving have endeared him to chaotic gods favoring destruction.  These demented beings have 
granted Hulgrim his arms and armor, as well as his special ability to aid him in spreading his 
mayhem as widely as possible, through his mount, Star-strider.  Star-strider is a giant warhorse 
capable of riding between the planes of reality once every week. 

 

Special Rules:  Each individual or troop figure killed by Hulgrim will restore 1 of his Vitality points.  
Extra movement ability is due to Star-strider who also adds a +2 modifier to Hulgrim’s melee 
prowess dice roll, because of its nature as a giant warhorse. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

 

  

THE BLACK PRINCE ON THE WARHORSE, IRONHOOF      

Race Type Rank 
Inf / 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Human 
Champion 
/ Wizard 

SPEC Cav 14" n/a 6 6 4 3 4 6 0 

  

History:  Scholars, sorcerers, military strategists, and worried townsfolk have speculated on the 
true nature of the Black Prince for decades uncounted.  Even his true name is unknown.  Only 
two things are certain:  his lust for power (unequaled except by his skill in amassing it) and his 
apparent immunity to death (at least in the long term). 
       His magical skills are not precise or easily defined.  He is unexcelled at the binding of War 
Demons.  In fact, his war axe is a demon bound into the shape of a weapon.  (The axe has the 
power to fly from his hand and fight as if the Prince still held it.)  A perfect example of his skill, 
power, and confidence in this area is his Chariot of Fear which is composed of the fleshly form 
and magic of three servitor balrogs whose service was bartered from Ral, Lord of the Balrogs. 
       The Black Prince’s greatest asset is his spiritual detachment from his body.  Through ancient 
pacts with dark forces, his very life-force is bound into the walls of his mountain stronghold.  
Thus, if his body is “slain”, the Prince will return to life within its walls.  It is believed that the 
only way he may be permanently killed is by destroying the castle stone by stone – a process 
unlikely to be idly observed by the Prince. 
       The Prince’s great warhorse Ironhoof is known to be able to gallop in full armor and 
carrying the Prince as fast as the fastest unburdened wild horses.  It is also said that, in the past, 
he has resurrected the beast from recovered parts of its corpse. 

 

Special Rules:  The warhorse adds +1 modifier to the Prince’s melee Prowess dice rolls.  The 
demon axe counts as an enchanted weapon.  The Black Prince counts as both a Champion and a 
Rank 1 wizard. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

THE LICHE KING            
Race Type Rank I/C Move Flying M Prow R Prow Vitality Magic Armor F T 

Undead Necromancer SPEC Inf 8" n/a 5 5 20 30 2 40 0 

 
History:  An ancient Necromancer, both an ally of Lord Benithrock, but also a bitter rival.  The Liche 
is so old, his true name has long been lost to time. 

 Special Rules:  Army Commander. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

PERSONALITIES 
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 39:3 LEGENDSx  
 

 

  

GEVIRIRION, CHAMPION OF CHAOS       

Race Type Rank I/C 
Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Human Champion SPEC Cav 14" n/a 8 8 7 8 4 7 0 

  

History:  Geviririon is a master of the legions of Chaos, able to calm, regiment, and direct even the 
notoriously testy, volatile, and independent creatures of Chaos. 
      In service to Chaos for uncountable years, he is no longer quite human.  He is also more than a 
little mad.  He rides and slays at Chaos’ command and no longer knows or cares why. 
     Geviririon’s armor protects him as normal plate armor and is enchanted to sustain him through 
any battle, healing up to 10 points of damage every melee round.  He no longer removes it and 
none living is sure what he looks like underneath.  Most folks don’t want to know. 
     The Champion of Chaos was one of the first of the extra-planar beings to appear in the Chaos 
Wars.  At first, alone or with small bands of indigenous beings, he raided and spread destruction.  
As the dimensional rifts increased in size and frequency, the forces he led swelled, reaching the 
size of armies. 

 

Special Rules:  If a spell fails against his magic defense, roll 2d6.  If the result is less than 8, the spell 
will be corrupted, and its power immediately restores 2 Vitality points on Geviririon. 
Receives a +1 Melee Modifier due to his mount.    This does not apply if you choose to use him on 
foot.  Movement on foot is 8". 

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

LORD OF THE FIRE DEMONS        

Race Type Rank 
Inf / 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Demon 
Champion / 

Demonologist 
SPEC n/a 8" 14" 15 5 16 10 4 27 0 

 

History:  Fire Demons recognize no rule but force.  Originally servants of light, pride and jealousy 
caused their downfall whereupon they fled from the West to the East and were transformed into 
hideous monsters.  Cast out from the realms of truth, they became vengeful and implacable foes 
of all good and beautiful things; warring forever under their master, the most dreaded and 
horrific of them all – the Lord of the Fire Demons. 
     The mighty Lord of the Fire Demons, dwells in an extra-dimensional place beyond the planes of 
man.  It exercises complete control over all Demons and may from his throne room, see and hear 
all that any Fire Demon sees and hears.  It may appear on the material planes at whim or when 
called upon by the greatest of the chaotic clerics or champions.  His manifestation is never 
perfect, hence his variable hit points.  As such a semi-material being, he can never be truly slain.  
If his hit points are eliminated, he dematerializes and returns to his palace; there to plot revenge 
or to toast his vanquishers among his demon servitors. 
     The Great Fire Demon is truly chaotic.  It may fight a party or grant a request depending on its 
whim of the moment.  It admires independence, courage, ruthlessness, and sheer destructive 
power.  Anyone demonstrating one or more of those qualities might amuse the Demon, and gain 
its favor… for a time. 

 

Special Rules:   
Hell-Forged Armor:  All non-enchanted attacks at the Demon suffer -1 to their Melee  
      and Ranged Attack rolls. 
Holocoust the Sword:   Melee rolls gain a +1 Modifier. 
Tangler the Whip:   Ranged Attack. 12" distance.  Wounds cause a Morale Check against  
      Dragon Flame. 
Immune to Dragon Flame and Hellfire damage. 
Warp Magic:   If a spell cast at the Lord of the Fire Demons fails to successfully cast,  He may roll 
    1D6 for every magic point used on the attempted spell.  On each roll of a 4+, the  
    Lord of Fire Demons gains +1 magic points during that turn, to cast his own spells.  

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

PERSONALITIES 
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 39:3 LEGENDSx  
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

DANLAS GRIMREDE, EXHALTED ELF CHAMPION     

Race Type Rank 
Inf / 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Elf Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 6 6 6 2 3 3 0 

 

History:  He is the highest ranking survivor of a group of elves whose forest was burned and 
destroyed by legions of Chaos under command of Geviririon, the Champion of Chaos.  He now leads 
the survivors across the ridge or the world, fighting chaos wherever they find it.  Danlas has become 
an efficient and ruthless commander and has no time for frivolity.  He thinks little of anyone not 
dedicated to stamping out the chaotic forces loose in the world. 

 

Special Rules:  Danlas may lead any Elf unit.  Notes:  When Danlas is present, one Archer Unit, and 
one Cavalry unit (Determine before game begins) gain a +1 on morale rolls when attacked by and 
Forces of Darkness troops or creatures. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Light. 

STARIDRIM, DARK ELF MERCENARY       

Race Type Rank I/C 
Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Dark Elf 
Champion 
/ Wizard 

SPEC Cav 12" n/a 6 6 3 3 4 6 0 

 

History:      Staridrim is a Dark Elf mercenary.  His grim visage, sharp tongue, and short temper 
are well known even in the realms of men.  He is also well known for holding a grudge against 
anyone he feels has always well-planned and exquisitely timed, even if sometimes long in 
coming.  He is rarely in a hurry, for the Dark Elves are long lived, even among elves. 
      Staridrim leads a band of Dark Elf knights.  These warriors are absolutely loyal to him and 
any would gladly give his life for the elf lord. He is infamous among the Twelve Kingdoms of 
Elfland for his role in the destruction of Benden Woods. 

 Special Rules:     May lead any Dark Elf unit.  May cast spells as a Level 1 Wizard. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

ZENTAZZ, CHAMPION OF THE BRIAROSE KNIGHTS      

Race Type Rank 
Inf / 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

F T 

Human Champion SPEC Cav 12" 16" 7 7 3 3 3 4 0 

 

History:    Zentazz is the premier member of the order of chivalry known as the Briarose Knights.  
He is consort to the Queen of Beauty, Leanna, and thus battle-leader of the order.  Zentazz is a 
good tactician, although his strategies are less than inspired.  His fighting abilities are good and 
his chivalric behavior second to none. 
      The Briarose Knights are dedicated to the ideals of chivalry.  They aide the oppressed 
wherever they fly.  These knights are closely bonded to their steeds in secret ceremonies; one of 
the results of these bonds is that the giant bees respond to their riders almost as if a telepathic 
link had been forged.  When not flitting about the countryside looking for good deeds to do, the 
knights aid their bees in tending the hive and the queen, as well as tending their own ladies and 
the Queen of Beauty, who rules the order. 

 Special Rules:    Colonel of Knights.   Equipped with a Magic Sword. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Light. 

PERSONALITIES 
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 39:3 LEGENDSx 
 

ABARSES BATTLERAVEN, RIDING THE PEGASUS WINDBROTHER     
Race Type Rank I/C Move Flying M Prow R Prow Vitality Magic Armor F T 

Human Wizard SPEC Cav 12 n/a 6 6 6 18 4 18 0 

Monster Pegasus n/a n/a 20 32 2 n/a 4 0 2 3 0 

 

History:  Abarses the battle-mage survived many bleak encounters during the early days of 
the Chaos Wars, where the Forces of Light fought against tall odds battling the Forces of 
Darkness.   He rode against the Doom Legion, and came to the defense of the League of 
Kingdoms when Lord Benithrock and the Liche King brought their armies to destroy those 
lands.   Atop his faithful Pegasus, he was renowned for commanding multiple regiments of 
Gremlin archers, soaring high above the battlefield and raining death down upon his enemies.  

 Special Rules:   Army Commander. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Light. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LORD BENITHROCK ON THE THRONE OF BONE       

Race Type Rank I/C Move Flying M Prow R Prow Vitality Magic Armor F T 

Undead Monster SPEC n/a 8" n/a 12 n/a 13 18 3 30 0 

For every Skeleton unit released -2 n/a -2 n/a -2 -2 0 

 For every 6 Skeletons  
that joins the Throne 

+1 n/a +1 n/a +1 +1 0 

 

History: 
      The Throne of Bone comes from somewhere beyond the world’s boundaries.  It is an artifact 
(or perhaps an entity) of immense necromantic power.  The current master (or perhaps victim) 
of the Throne is the self-styled Lord Benithrok.   
      He was originally a scholar of magical history, part of an expedition that travelled beyond the 
western mountains.  What happened there is a mystery, for Benithrok is the only known survivor 
of a group which included many fine and powerful heroes.  Thirteen months after the expedition 
left, Benithrok appeared seated on the Throne.  Under his orders, minions of the Throne sacked 
and burned the border town of Keralsburg and the victims of this great quell became new 
minions of the Throne.  Benithrok’s depredations have continued.  His skeleton army has 
scattered many forces sent against him, driven their proud banners into the dust, and increased 
its number from their dead. 
      Seated on the Throne of Bone, Benithrok exhibits the powers of a mighty necromancer, 
whereas before he showed little magical talent.  His cruelties and wickedness have already 
become legendary whereas before he was known for his gentleness and generosity.  His swollen 
and flaccid flesh contrasts markedly with the spare ascetic described by his former friends.  He 
has become a terror to the world. 
      The corpulent, sanguine Lord Benithrok eats and drinks in quantities that would satisfy three 
men. Yet he doesn’t like to move or speak, preferring to store up the tremendous energy of the 
life-furnace that burns inside him.  This energy, coupled with his great abilities of magic and 
necromancy, permits him to manipulate the living and the dead. 
      Lord Benithrok pours his great store of life-energy into his hordes of re-animated skeletons.  
Imbued with his drive, these skeletons – more than forty of them – bear up Benithrok and his 
queen, Bathycolpia, and carry them over the desolate battlefields of the Chaos Wars. 

 

Special Rules:          Army Commander.  Casts spells as a Necromancer 
The Throne may release up to 4 units of Skeletal Yeomen.  For each unit released, the stat line is 
reduced, as above. 

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

PERSONALITIES 
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 39:3 LEGENDSx 
 

RENYARD THE ROGUE           

Race Type Rank 
Inf  
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

Beastman 
Priest / 

Champion 
SPEC Inf  8" n/a 6 0 4 6 3 11 0 

 

History:  Defender of the forests.  The unusual form of were-creature; his natural form is 
that of a fox.  Lycanthropy allows him to take on a many forms, including that of a were-
fox or man. 

 

Special Rules:  Army Commander. 
Banish:  If he starts the turn in contact with an undead unit, may spend all of his magic 
points for that turn to banish them; the unit will then disappear.  This banishment may not 
be countered.  Reynard may not move in any turn he does this. 
Natural Form:  If reduced to 1 vitality point, Reynard will assume his natural form; that of a 
small ordinary looking fox.  In this form, he may not be attacked under any condition or 
even contacted, but he may be blocked (he cannot block movement of enemy units or 
characters himself).  Once he assumes this form, Reynard may not engage in melee, 
contact other units, reverse defilement, or cast magic, though he may add leadership 
benefits. 

 
 

 
  

  

THE MAGE WITH NO NAME         
Race Type Rank I/C Move Flying M Prow R Prow Vitality Magic Armor F T 

Dwarf 
Wizard / 

Champion 
SPEC Inf  8" n/a 6 1* 4 6 3 12 0 

 
History:  A nomadic Dwarven Mage, constantly on the move and dedicated to his solemn 
quest… the details of which remain unknown. 

 

Special Rules:  He carries a special handgun, a single shot weapon, which is contains 
blessed ammunition.  Range is 6".  Roll 6 damage dice. May be magically enhanced.   
Also equipped with a crossbow. 

THE DOOM BUNNY, BLACK RABBIT OF DEATH      

Race Type Rank I/C 
Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

F T 

Beastman Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 14 0 3 3 4 6 0 

 

History:   Doom. In the Chaos Wars it comes in many forms. It can come by the sword or the 
flame of dragon’s breath.  It can come in the flash of a spell, or the whisper of an arrow. Or 
sometimes, doom can come leaping, with long furry ears and a fluffy tail. Come with the 
twitching nose and flashing axe of the one known only as the Doom Bunny. Some say he was a 
great Thumper general, his army destroyed, his family killed, his face scarred, betrayed into 
the hands of the Lord of the Fire Demons. Some say he is a demon himself, forever trapped in 
a Thumper body for rebelling against his dark master and fighting for the light. None know his 
true origins, or even his face, for the iron mask he wears seems never to come off. All who 
have fought with him however know his prowess in combat, as his great axe cleaves windrows 
of fallen enemies in his wake.  

 

Special Rules:    Army Commander.  General of any Doom-Thumpers.  
Equipped with a Enchanted Axe:  +1 Modifier to all Melee Combat rolls. 
Fated-Enemy:  Any time a Unicorn is present on the board, the Doom Bunny (and any unit he 
is attached to) must move full distance towards the closest Unicorn, and engage it in combat 
if possible.  If he, or the unit is attached to, kills a Unicorn, then he is immediately healed of 
any damage previously suffered in the game.  

 Alignment:  Forces of Darkness. 

PERSONALITIES 
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 39:4 THE PRESS GANGx 

Written by Dale Kemper 
39:4.1 The Press Gang roams the wide universe in search of worthy recruits to serve their nameless  

Lord, against his enemies. 
39:4.2 A player may field all 5 members of the Press Gang at once.  This is the only example where a  

player can field more than 3 unique personalities.   
39:4.3 Press Gang members may never join other units.  They may, however, form their own unit.  

MUSTHUMPER            

Race Type Rank I/C Ground Flying M Prow R Prow Vitality Magic Armor F T 
 

Human Champion 4 Inf 8" n/a 8 0 4 2 3 4 0 

 
History:  A scarred warrior, in leather scale, surcoat, and armed with axe and shield.  He mutters incoherently.  
Musthumper is a Cornucopian general and military legend.  He is now suffering from one of his periodic attacks of 
temporary insanity.  His erratic behavior can distract and upset logical, rational defenders. 

 
Special Rules:  Inspire:  Any 1 unit of Troops within 6" of Musthumper may be given a +1 Morale Modifier.  Declare 
which unit, at the end of the Movement Event. 

             

DALFOUR EXEC            

Race Type Rank I/C Ground Flying M Prow R Prow Vitality Magic Armor F T 
 

Human Champion 4 Inf 8" n/a 8 8 4 2 4 4 0 

 
History:  A cyborg operative of the Rim Patrol recruited from the 26th century, Dalfour carries a stun rifle which is 
normally used to incapacitate potential recruits.  With his head totally obscured within a helmet, it’s his exotic dress 
and deliberate motions that attract attention. 

 Special Rules:  Advanced Weaponry:  Range distance is 18".  This attack is never modified by target's Armor Value. 
             

KATHEEL, THE DIMENSION DANCER      

Race Type Rank I/C Ground Flying M Prow R Prow Vitality Magic Armor F T 
 

Human Wizard 3 Inf 8" n/a 2 2 3 9 2 6 0 

 
History:  At the center and forward tip of the Press Gang, his garb, staff and demeanor mark him as a magic user of 
some note.  The wizard Katheel, a long-time supporter of his lord in the Chaos Wars, is a Press Gang member whose 
role is to defeat all magical opposition encountered. 

 
Special Rules:  Teleportation.  May only be cast on the Press Gang unit.  May be cast on them even when in combat.  
The unit vanished and reappears anywhere within 15" of where the caster had been standing.  The Press Gang may 
not voluntarily enter Melee Combat in the turn that it has teleported.  Cost of this spell is 9 Magic Points.   

             

SIDEWINDER            

Race Type Rank I/C Ground Flying M Prow R Prow Vitality Magic Armor F T 
 

Human Champion 5 Inf 8" n/a 12 0 5 2.5 3 5 12 

 

History:  Slender and mysterious under his wide-brimmed hat and enshrouding cloak, with a sinister touch added by 
his rapier and darting eyes.  The mysterious leader of the Press Gang, Sidewinder is an expert swordsman, but would 
rather have others do his dirty work for him.  His duty is to point out likely recruits to his four henchmen before time 
returns the Press Gang to their masters. 

 Special Rules:  Equipped with magical blade.  Gains +1 to all Melee Attack Rolls. 
             

ANATOLI DOLOKHOV           

Race Type Rank I/C Ground Flying M Prow R Prow Vitality Magic Armor F T 
 

Human Champion 3 Inf 8" n/a 2 10 3 1.5 3 3 0 

 
History:  A sturdy fellow in boots, long drab coat, and fur cap.  His wide, Slavic peasant face and the unusual 
instrument he cradles in his arms combine to give him a menacing demeanor.  Anatoli was on sentry duty at Gulag 27 
when he was recruited.  He showed immediate loyalty to his new masters, and he was soon promoted to the Press 
Gang.  His job is to insure the safety of his comrades with his Kalashnikov automatic rifle – firing a few rounds into the 
air is usually sufficient.  His comrades are unaware that he is a double agent.  Anatoli Dolokhov is an agent for yet 
another faction in the Chaos Wars.  If he determines that a recruit will upset the balance of forces engaged in the 
Wars, Anatoli Mikhailovich will make a subtle move just before departure to free the recruit, making it seem that his 
own clumsiness is to blame.  This is risky business and Anatoli will rarely chance it.  

 
Special Rules:  Distance of Ranged Attack is 24".  After firing each turn, roll a D6.  On the roll of a 1, he has run out of 
ammunition and no longer has a ranged attack.  -2 to Target's Armor Vale. 

PERSONALITIES 
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 39:5 VETERANSx   
 

39:5.1  ELF WARLORD - DARTHEREN MYTHOS 
  

       When still very young, Dartheren the Elf’s village suffered the same fate that many  
colonies near the borderlands did.  With their cottage burning, and family lying dead,  
the young elf spent the next several years in chains.   
      The Elf boy spent his days cutting down trees, carrying endless piles of bones, and  
hauling boulders. Dartheren was regularly tossed into the fighting pits, to be attacked  
by some form of wild animal.  Over the years, he became quite adept at dodging  
attacks, and learned to use the animal’s weight and ferocity against them.  
      When the next batch of young Orcs had been reared, they were sent into the pits  
to train for battle, against the unarmed Elf.  The Orcs equipped their spawn with  
blunted blades, and sent them into the pit to batter the Elf with their weapons.   
Unarmed, he would dodge and parry and evade their attacks as best he could, but  
before the end of the day, he collapsed from blood loss.  The old Orc Shaman spat  
some healing herbs and wolf-blood on the unconscious Elf, and he laid in the pit  
unconscious for several days.  When he was able to stand, the process started again.   
It went on for years; he would collapse broken and weak, the Shaman would patch  
him up, and he would be thrown back into the pit to be battered again.  
      In this way, he grew from a very young Elf boy to an adult, never able to move without hearing the clank of rusty chains smacking  
against each other.  One day, as a young Orc charged at him with a dull broadsword, he side-stepped, kicked the legs out from under  
the young Orc, and took his sword.  The Orc Master gestured and more young Orcs jumped into the pit to assault the Elf.  Dartheren  
disarmed them and knocked them around with the side of his sword.  One by one, the older Orcs began jumping in.  The fights were  
long and difficult, but ended with Dartheren’s blade wet with Orc blood.  He looked up out of the pit, the old Shaman threw down a 
handful of thick, sticky substance, splattering his face.  It burned his skin, and smelled of troll.  Then he passed out…   

He awoke to the sound of rhythmic drum beats.  His arms were bound and he was tied to a post in front of a massive cave 
entrance.  As the drumbeats sped up, a great Black Dragon emerged from the cave and unfurled its massive wings.  As it reared up 
and opened its wide maw, a burst of liquid flame spouted forth, engulfing the elf.  Dartheren let out a scream of pain, but it was not 
a new feeling to him.  The horrors he endured at the Orc camp had been as bad or worse.  His ragged clothes burned away, but 
fortunately he was covered in a thick layer of gore and grime from the fighting pit.  He had been burnt badly, but not enough to kill 
him.  The dry ropes holding him quickly burned away, and Dartheren plunged himself into the murky swamp water below the 
dragon.  It extinguished the flames, and soothed his seared flesh.  He stayed under as long as he could, and found where the swamp 
flowed into the cave.  When he surfaced, he was deep inside the Dragon’s lair. 
 Outside, the Black Dragon lashed around at the water and roared in anger.  Unable to find the Elf, the beast satisfied its hunger 
by biting into the Orc Shaman.  Deep in the cave, Dartheren could hear Dragon roaring outside, and the Shaman’s handlers trying to 
fight the beast back.  Between the middle and back of the cave, he found a pile of the Dragon’s past victims, hundreds of different 
corpses, from many different places and times.  From these bodies, he gathered weapons, a helmet, shield, and some armor, which 
caused him great pain as he placed it over his burnt skin.  He laid down amongst the corpses and pulled some of them over him, to 
obscure his form.  He clutched an old spear in his hands, and bellowed out to the dragon.   
 When the dragon heard the Elf, it flung itself into the cave.  As it flew past the pile of corpses, Dartheren stuck the spear out, and 
caught the Dragon in the eye.  It thrashed and clawed at the air around it, sending the corpses flying.  With a sword in one hand, he 
lept onto the dragon’s face, and wrapped his free arm around the spear.  The Dragon burst from the cave’s entrance, and began to 
flail and roll, tearing and breaking its wings as they battered mercilessly against the dense terrain. As Dartheren held onto the spear, 
he struck at the Dragon with his sword.  By nightfall, the beast finally fell to the ground, quite far from the cave.   
      The next morning found his bearings, and started his expedition to find the place of his birth, to see if any remnant of the village 
from his childhood still existed.  
 

DARTHEREN MYTHOS 

Qty Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

1 Elf Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 12 0 4 1.5 4 7 0 

 Notes:  Carries a Sword and Enchanted Shield (bonuses reflected on stat line already).   
Nobility:  Any unit he leads will Checks Moral as if they were a unit of Knight Infantry with a +1 Modifier. 
Blademaster:  Counts as an Enchanted Weapon, with a +1 Melee Modifier 
Immune to Dragon Flame. 
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 VETERANS.  
 

39:5.2  ELF WARLORD – HEMSLE THE HUNTER 

Written by Mike Noe 
 

With silent steps the dour elf known as Hemsle the Hunter entered the small  
cavern, moving so lightly he scarcely stirred the hide-curtain stretched from wall  
to wall across the curving entryway. Even more than most of his kind, Hemsle  
never felt wholly comfortable underground, much preferring the open spaces of  
the forests. However, this night’s work would require most of his concentration,  
as well as the light from the small ritual fire already burning on the cave floor, so  
the dank cavern was a far more secure location than the hilly woodlands above.  

After starting the fire and preparing the various tools and components he  
would need, Hemsle had slipped outside and done one last patrol. The midnight  
forest was quiet, save for the usual calls of the night creatures, hunters and  
prey. A life-long hunter himself, Hemsle was well versed in the sounds of the  
woodland night. The activity of the night creatures confirmed his patrol – there  
were no intruders in the forest for miles. The twisting cavern tunnel betrayed no  
hint of his small fire, light, smoke, or smell. Hemsle would be secure for his long  
nights work. 

Satisfied, Hemsle settled in to sit cross legged next to the fire and turned  
towards his supplies. Three score arrow shafts waited,  
along with fletching materials and the deadly sharp elvish arrow  
heads. Each arrow would be carefully assembled by hand, from flight to razor point, and then painstakingly crafted with elvish 
magic. Hemsle was no real mage, but many years before had learned the secret of working charms on his arrows, to let them fly 
faster and truer than even the arrows of his fellow elves. Each arrow would be hand painted with magical runes. Each would be sung 
to, blessed with ancient elvish ritual songs. Finally each needle sharp arrowhead would be anointed with a potion made in part from 
the blood of his intended prey – orcish, in this case. 

The work would be long, the effort taxing both mentally and physically. But the results would be well worth it. The Chaos Wars 
were heating up again, orcs and worse prowled the elf lands in ever increasing numbers, and the skills of a true Hunter would be 
needed… 
  

HEMSLE THE HUNTER 

Qty Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

1 Elf Champion SPEC Inf 12" n/a 6 6 3 1.5 3 7 0 

 Notes:  Carries a Longbow (Range: 18”,  +1 Modifier to Ranged Attack).   
Hunter:  Prior to the start of the game, but after deployment, Hemsle may be deployed anywhere on the board, 
and may fire two sets of Ranged Attacks at any one target within range. 
Hunting-Knife:  In Melee against Beastmen or any kind of Hound, Wolf, Tiger, Bear, or Beast (not Horses), Hemsle 
gains a +1 modifier to Melee Combat rolls. 
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  VETERANS. 
 

39:5.3 ELF WARLORD – WENTLE THE TRAPPER 
 

A young Sea Elf, she was a recluse amongst her own kind for journeying to  
the beaches in the middle of the night and sleeping in the sand dunes.  As the  
morning waves washed over her, she would awaken and rush back to the village,  
her bare feet covered in wet sand.  She studied the many shells that washed up on  
the beaches of the Sea Elf colony, and collected thousands of them.  In her gear,  
she carries several satchels of distinct and colorful shells.   

Wentle is fond of animal life, from both the land and sea.  She regularly  
accompanies herself with small rodents, and earned disdain from her Sea Elf  
neighbors for constantly bringing stray animals into the village.  Refusing to leave  
her beloved animals, she declined service in the Elven Fleet, and for that act of  
revolt, she was banished from her homeland.  She and her flock of strays ventured  
away from the shoreline, and deep into the forests.   

As she traveled, the number of small furry animals following her actually  
increased, the further she went.  She came upon a group of Wood Elves, and was  
welcomed into their community.   They took her to their ancient meeting place, the  
Tree of Life, and taught her the secret ways of forest life.  

When the Chaos Wars broke out, and news of the destruction of the  
Benden Woods reached her, she packed up her gear and (with many animals  
following) began walking to the Capital of the Elfin Kingdoms.  There, she lent her  
skills to the Elf Generals, training hundreds of Scouts and Rangers how to prepare  
the battlefields and set traps to ensnare enemy troops. 

 
WENTLE THE TRAPPER 

Qty Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points  

F T  

1 Elf Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 3 9 3 1.5 3 7 6  

 Notes:  Carries a Longbow (Range: 18.  +1 Modifier to Ranged Attack).   
Trapper:  May place 3 markers on her side of the board.  Each marker must be at least 12" away from one 
another.  When an enemy unit (of any kind) moves within 6" of a marker, roll a D6.  on a 4+, the trap has been 
sprung, and the enemy unit suffers a ranged attack as if fired upon by a unit of archers with common bows.  
Resolve immediately. 
Sea Ranger:  As a skilled Sea Elf Ranger, may move over any water-based terrain (even rivers and ponds, etc) at 
half-speed. 
Friend of Rodents:   Wentle is accompanied by a unit of small forest animals (12 Peasants, without upgrades).  
She may stay with them, or send them off on their own.  While she is with them, they do not take Morale 
Checks, and may ignore the same terrain penalties that Wentle does. 
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 VETERANS. 

 

39:5.4 ORC WARLORD - GAXKEN LUKCOKVICH, WIELDER OF THE DREADED AXE TRBO 

  
      Born the runt of his family, Gaxken was bullied relentlessly, and nearly killed by his  
litter mates.  Of sharp mind and iron will, he lifted his broken body off the ground and  
limped into the lost swamp.  He hobbled through the vegetation, journeying so far under  
the canopy of half-dead trees that the sunlight was blotted out.  After several days of  
dragging his broken body, he came upon the rotting carcass of what, at first, appeared to  
be a large serpent.  As he looked further, he found it to have thicker scales than any  
snake he’d ever seen… and then he found, broken and wrapped around its body, a pair of  
massive pinioned wings.  This was no jungle snake, it was (or had been) a great Black  
Dragon.  Imitating the rituals he had seen the tribe’s Shamen perform many times before,  
he tore the flesh of the beast and bathed himself in its thick, congealed blood.  He was so  
starved that when it hit his mouth, he instinctively drank.   
      Blinded by hunger, he entered a frenzy, and began tearing pieces of the great beast  
off, and devouring it.  In time he fell back, exhausted and his stomach swelled.  It was  
only then, laying in the middle of the dragon’s now-flayed corpse, the he noticed the  
strong, sharp odor coming from the meat.  He was beginning to think he had made a  
mistake when he grew warm, and passed out.  The next few days were filled with  
hallucination and vomiting.  Delirious, he drug his broken body further into the swamps.   
He thrashed and ran, and chased images that only he could see.  When his fever-dreams  
finally ended, he awoke on the altar of a long-abandoned Orc temple.  It was mostly over-grown with moss and vines, but he did  
make out the name “Thoraxcar” carved deep into the stone.  He remembered hearing the name, but did not recall from where. 
      As he explored the ancient temple, he was surprised to find that his crushed leg was now working properly, and his broken 
fingers were now strong.  He even felt taller, and his bright green skin had turned a darker hue.  As he drank from the muddy swamp 
water, he caught his reflection, and found that he had indeed grown much larger.   
      In the temple, he found a rune-adorned Great Axe with a broken handle laying in the debris.  On the axe-head read the Orc 
symbols “Trbo”.  He had never heard this name before, but thought that it was a good name for an axe.  While examining it further, 
the axe head seamed to lunge at him and cut open the side of his hand… almost as if it had struck out to harm him.  He bandaged 
himself and this time was careful to keep his hands away from the blade.  He rounded off the broken end of the handle.  It may no 
longer be a great-axe, the thought, but it was the largest hand-axe he had ever seen.  He began hunting the massive swamp lizards 
with his new blade, and it cut through their thick scales with ease.  But when he was idle, the blade seemed to jump at him.  He 
quickly learned to keep a tight grip on the handle, lest the blade bite into his flesh again.  With his new weapon, the young Orc slew 
all manner of beasts found in the jungle, but every now and then, the weapon would move by some otherworldly force, and cut him 
as well.   
      Deep in the temple, he pulled an ornate grime-encrusted suit of armor off of a mummified Orc skeleton, and found a Shaman’s 
face mask that was so disturbing, he wore it just so he would not have to look upon its face.  With his new armor and weapon, and 
feeling strong enough to fight the world, he journeyed back to his home tribe, intent on ‘reuniting’ with his siblings… 
 
 
 

GAXKEN LUKCOKVICH, WIELDER OF THE DREADED AXE TRBO 

Qty Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

1 ORC Champion SPEC Inf 8" n/a 12 0 6 1.5 3 9 0 

 Dreaded Axe Trbo: Always treats the target as having an Armor Value of 1.  However, every '1' rolled to cause 
damage removes 1 point of vitality from Gaxken, as the bloodthirsty axe yearns to cause pain... even from its own 
master.  
Cursed Mask:  Opponents and Friendly troops engaged in the same combat as Gaxken become un-nerved by his 
presence.  Enemies suffer -1 to Morale Checks at the end of combat, and friendly troops gain no Morale modifier 
for Gaxken joining them. 
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 VETERANS. 

 

39:5.5 ORC WARLORD – GARRIK, ORC PRIEST 

 
With a start, Garrik awoke from his meditation. The din from the cavern floor far below 

his cliff side lair was still irritatingly loud, even at this late hour. As a cleric of the dark 
Orcish gods, Garrik had the luxury of his own quarters, a small cave in the cliff wall high 
above the crowded floor of the enormous main cavern. But not even hundreds of feet and 
the heavy hides that served as his doorway could keep out the noise from below with all of 
the tribes gathered for war. 

With a snarl he rose from his seat and moved to the entryway, tossing aside the hide to 
crouch on the outer ledge. Eyes squinted against the roiling smoke he surveyed the scene 
below him. The huge floor of the limestone cavern was dotted with fires, many and many 
fires, bonfires and torches beyond Orcish counting, bathing the cave in flickering yellow-
orange light. It was an awesome sight, and calmed his rage at the interruption. The 
scattered tribes had gathered, here below the mountains of the Spine; gathered to at last 
wreak vengeance on the hated elves and all of their allies. 

Outside of his cave, the noise was near deafening. Tens and tens of Orc tribes had 
answered the war call, as had many of their smaller Goblin kin. The guttural sounds of 
Orcish blended with the hoarse squealing of Goblin speech.  Harsh laughter and garbled 
talk mingled with occasional cries and the clash of steel as offense was taken and 
answered in kind. There would be many dead by sun rise, as always when the tribes met; 
petty squabbles leading to blades and bloodshed. A few deaths were no matter, they kept 
the kindred’s blood hot for the real fight to come, and all knew better than to break the general truce this night. Even the dead 
would have their uses - the bodies looted of anything useful and then fed to the snarling mounts of the Goblin wolf riders, snapping 
and growling in their pens, their cries adding to the great cacophony of noise. 

Regretfully, Garrik drew away from the amazing sight and returned to his sanctuary. He still had a task to do. Growling a guttural 
chant, he dropped the spell holding his personal chest locked, and opened the heavy iron lid. Reaching inside, he removed the soft 
pale leather bag and, returning to his seat, carefully poured the contents onto his hand. The bones were old, and full of power. 
Garrik had found them all, and carved them with ancient sigils of power. Most were the bones of various forest or cavern dwelling 
creatures. Some were from other, darker sources. Thick dwarven finger bones mingled with longer, thinner human ones. Two of the 
bones had once pulled the strings of an elvish bow. Now they would read the strings of Orcish future… 

Muttering dark invocations, Garrik scooped up the bones in his cupped talons. Slowly he rolled them in his palms, letting the 
chant grow, and with it, the power. He felt the darkness growing in him, the touch of his gods entering his spirit. With a last 
whispered prayer he tossed the bones unto the wolf skin rug. 

Leaning forward, eyes gleaming, Garrik read the bones. Blood they cried; blood and more blood.  A crimson river would wash the 
fell lands on the morrow. Satisfied, Garrik gathered up the precious bones, placed them back into the pale skin bag, and returned it 
to his iron chest. After re-activating the spell to lock the chest, he returned to the ledge, gazing into the firelight far below. The 
bones had said rivers of blood, but not who’s blood. But really, did it matter? The dark gods of the orcs feasted on blood and chaos, 
and whether the blood was human, dwarf, elf, goblin, or even orc, they would dine well tomorrow.  Whatever the outcome of the 
battle, it would be a great day.  

Smiling, weary from the effects of the magic he had channeled, Garrick offered up one last prayer to his gods, and turned back to 
his cave, his matted fur bed, and a well- earned rest. When the morrow came, he would be ready. Win or lose, live or die, there 
would be blood, and a beautiful fight… 
 

GARRIK, ORC PRIEST 

Qty Race Type Rank 
Inf 
Cav 

Ground 
Move 

Flying 
Move 

Melee 
Prowess 

Range 
Prowess 

Vitality Magic 
Armor 
Value 

Points 

F T 

1 ORC PRIEST SPEC Inf 8" n/a 3 3 3 6 2 9 0 

 Sacred Bones:  The bones give Garrik special glimpses into the future.  This makes him very adept at avoiding 
damage.  When an opponent does damage to a unit of troops, and opts to waive an attack in attempt to harm 
Garrik, a result of 6 will be required to transfer the damage, as opposed to the usual 5 or 6.   
Dark Blessings:  The magical talismans cause Garrik to constantly generate an aura of magical darkness, with a 
radius of 3”. 
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Witch’s Cauldron 
 

Welcome to the netherworld where evil 
and witchcraft rule, where the unwary are 
ensnared by the powerful witch and her 
hideous servants.   

You and your band of adventurers set 
out to invade her lair and remove her 
treasure.  But treachery lies in wait.  You 
must contend with the witch’s powerful 
magic and sinister ways. 

Caverns Deep 
 

Enter the dark, mysterious world where treachery lurks and mortal 
combat determines the ultimate victor.   

The monstrous, scheming Goblins who dwell deep within 
subterranean passageways set upon the industrious Dwarves in an effort 
to steal the precious treasures they have mined.   

Using secret tunnels and devious methods, the hated Goblins gave 
entry to the Dwarves domain and set upon them with vicious savagery. 

 41:1 GATEWAY GEMSx 
 

 Gateway Gems are rare magical jewels.  They resemble faceted  
diamonds, clear with specks of matter trapped in the crystalline  
structure.  It is said that those knowledgeable about the stones may 
read their strengths and exact abilities from the inclusions. 
 The Gems possess the property, when mounted in some mode  
of conveyance or upon the harness of a beast, to allow that vehicle  
or animal and any passengers, to travel between the planes of  
existence.  This travel is through a formless void of chill cold.  The  
time spent in travel is directly related to the divergence of the plane  
of departure and the destination. 
 Most Gateway gems are flawed.  They only allow passage between  
two particular dimensions.  Others have a limited number of  
“pathways”.  Only unflawed Gems allow free travel to any of the  
planes, subject only to the traveler’s ability to survive the time of  
passage through the void. 
 Since the start of the Chaos Wars, possessors of such Gateway  
Gems have reported the travel times between destinations are  
reduced.  Some have found that their Gems lead them to new  
destinations; some consistently, while others seem to change each  
time the stones are used.  Several renowned owners have departed  
and have not been seen since, perhaps being totally lost in the void.  
 Gateway Gems are devices that let the gamemaster shift  
characters from realm to realm, and world to world.  They can be as  
common as you want or need, and you can allow them to work as  
easily or as often as you wish.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 

 

 41:2 EXPANDING MAGICx  
 

 The battle spells used in Chaos Wars may 
be used by a character from any game system 
who qualifies as a spellcaster under the Chaos 
Wars rules.  These spells are from a special set 
of tried and tested battle spells.   

Each is designed to have minimal  
disruptive effects from the large quantities of 
iron (weapons and armor) and magical energy 
(all that blood, the psychic pain of the 
wounded, dying, and those raging spirits of the 
newly dead, which fill battlefields and disrupt, 
warp, or negate all of the normal spells an 
adventurer is used to using). 
 You may wish to develop “battle grimoire” 
versions of spells other than those found in the 
Chaos Wars rules.  As always make sure all the 
players agree on such new rules before the 
battle. 
 From time to time, new Magic Lores will be 
posted online for you to use in your games. 
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 42:0 ROLE PLAYING GAMES.  
 

42:1 CONVERTING RPG CHARACTERS  
             INTO THE CHAOS WARS 

 
 Ral’s rules for the Chaos Wars are free wheeling, 
hack and slash action battle rules.  There is little  
room for the subtleties and finely detailed characters  
and magics of a typical role playing game.  But don’t  
despair; your favorite hero can still participate  
personally and lead armies to glory!   
 Most role playing systems can be divided into  
two types.  The first uses a “level” system to  
measure a character’s progress.  Such games also  
usually have a “character class” system as well.    
Such role playing systems are the easiest to translate 
into Chaos Wars terms.  The second type of role  
playing system has neither levels nor character  
classes and uses values for skills to measure success.   
 

Converting Characters from “Level” Systems 
 To use a character from a “level” system, use the chart below to determine  
the rank of an individual.  The translated character’s point cost is the same as a  
normal individual of the appropriate type.  You side must “pay” for your character  
from its starting pool of fantasy points. 
 If the character has any kind of a magical weapon, staff, or wand, his attacks  
will count as magical attacks when fighting beings vulnerable only to magical attacks.   
The “pluses” or special effects of such magical items normally have no effect in Chaos  
Wars battles.  You may, of course, work out specific rules to allow special effects… 
be sure everyone playing knows what they are and agrees that they are reasonable. 
 If your character has magical armor or magical items which are defensive in nature,  
add 1 to his/her Armor Rating. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHARACTER CONVERSION CHART: LEVEL SYSTEMS                                          
Converting Level from RPG into Character Rank for Chaos Wars.   
And Chaos Wars Rank into RPG Level.                  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Converting Character Types 
from RPG into Chaos Wars 
Role Playing 

Character Type 
Chaos Wars 

Character Type 

Fighter 

Champion 
(armor value 3) 

Thief 

Assassin 

Paladin 

Magical 

Wizard 
(armor value 2) 

Wizard 

Druid 

Mage 

Cleric 
Priest 

(armor value 3) 
Witch Hunter 

Priest 

Role Playing 
Character Level 

> 

Chaos Wars 
Character Rank 

> 

Role Playing 
Character Level 

1-2 1 2 

3-4 2 4 

5-6 3 5 

7-10 4 9 

11-16 5 14 

17-26 6 22 

27-42 7 35 
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CONVERTING RPG CHARACTERS INTO THE CHAOS WARS. Continued 

 

Characters from “Skill” Systems 
 
 To use a character from a “skill” system, you must decide which of the three classifications of individuals used in the Chaos Wars 
rules is closest to the nature of your character.  In other words, you character must be classified as a champion, wizard, or priest for 
the duration of the battle.  Use the character’s best fighting skill (if a champion) or his ability to cast magic (if a wizard) to determine 
this rank from the chart below.  If your character is classed as a priest, you may use whichever skill is greater to determine his rank.  
The translated character’s point cost is the same as a normal individual or the appropriate type.  Your side must “pay” for your 
character from its starting pool of fantasy points. 
 If the character has any kind of a magical weapon, staff, or wand, his attacks will count as magical attacks when fighting beings 
vulnerable only to magical attacks.  If the item increases the character’s chance to hit with his principal skill, add the percentage 
increase to his skill before determining his rank.  The special effects of such magical items normally have no effect in Chaos Wars 
battles.  You may, of course, work out specific rules to allow special effects…be sure everyone playing knows what they are and 
agrees that they are reasonable. 
 If your character has magical armor or magical items which are defensive in nature, add 1 to his Armor Rating. 
 

CHARACTER CONVERSION CHART: SKILL % SYSTEMS 
 
Converting Skill % from RPG into Character Rank for Chaos  
Wars.  And Chaos Wars Rank into RPG Skill %.                   

 

 
When converting a character from Chaos Wars to a  

Skill % RPG, use the chart above to translate the fighting  
skill or magical ability back to the appropriate %.  Then  
confer with the Games Master for the appropriate RPG, to  
determine your other stats, based upon the % that was  
determined by the chart above. 
 
Personal Bodyguard 
Use the character’s “charisma” or some similar attribute in this way: 
 
In Level systems:    This is generally a value between 3 and 18.  Double this number. 
                               (If the system uses a different range of numbers, use the appropriate value on a scale that ranges from 5 to 40).   
 
In Skill % systems:   Divide the percentile value by 2 for the number of troop points available for the character’s bodyguard.   
 

This new value acts as a measure for the number of troop points the character has as a body guard of loyal followers.  Only 
one unit may be formed and any extra points are lost.  The unit of followers may be a partial unit.  This does NOT count as the one 
partial unit allowed to any army – it is an extra one.  The character will always function as a leader for that unit for no extra point 
cost.  If you wish your character to be able to lead other troops, you must use points to purchase leadership capability for him just as 
you would for any other individual. 
 

Role Playing 
Character Skill 

% 

> 

Chaos Wars 
Character 

Rank 

> 

Role Playing 
Character 

Skill % 

1 - 20% 1 10% 

21 - 40% 2 30% 

41 - 60% 3 50% 

61 - 100% 4 80% 

101 - 160% 5 130% 

161 - 260% 6 200% 

261% + 7 250% 
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 42:2 RPG PROFILES. 
 

 To use at your discretion, if you wish to include some Chaos Wars Personalities into your Role Playing Games. 
 

THE BLACK PRINCE 

Where Encountered:  Any place he has conquered or 
intends to conquer. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  35 

Armor:  +3 black mithril chain mail and shield. 

Weapons:  Axe (2d8+4); he can use any weapon at +2 
damage. 

Attack Chance:  90% for all weapons. 

Special Abilities:  If killed, the Black Prince will regenerate 
at his mountain castle. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

LORD OF THE FIRE DEMONS 

Where Encountered:  Wherever his chaotic whim takes 
him, which is usually where he is least wanted. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique). 

Hit Points:  100 + 1d100, variable due to energy in his 
manifestation. 

Armor:  Enchanted armor equivalent to plate armor; 
immune to all non-magic weapons which melt upon 
touching him. 

Weapons:  Flaming Sword.  “Holocaust” 3d6 + 6;  
Whip of Binding.  “Tangler” 2d8, there is a 30% chance 
that it entangles target and exposes the victim to flame 
for 4d6 points of damage per melee round.   
Bite 2d6 + 6:  2 claws 2d6 each.  

Attack Chance:  150% chance with whip or sword; 90% 
with bite or claw. 

Special Abilities:   
Flamebolt:  inflicts damage equal to his current hit points; 
useable once every five melee rounds. 
Magic:  commands all the normal magic of a Demon at 
twice the proficiency and strength. 
Magic Resistance:  100% resistance against magical spells; 
30% resistance against clerical spells. 
Warp Magic:  any spell resisted (as above) can be warped 
by Ral into some form to suit his caprice and sent back at 
the spellcaster or his friends. 
Control Demons:  He may command all Demons.  His 
power overcomes any other spells on a Demon.  
Summon Demon:  He may call 1d12 normal Fire Demons 
into his presence per day. 
Immunity to Flame:  works against even magical and 
dragon flame. 

GEVIRIRION, CHAMPION OF CHAOS 
Where Encountered:  Anywhere 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  35 

Armor:  Hide as leather +1; magical plate healing up to 10 
points of damage every melee round 

Weapons:  Claw (1d6+3); great axe (2d8+3) 

Attack Chance:  90% for all attacks. 

Special Abilities:  30% chance to pervert the nature of any 
spell cast at him (GM’s discretion as to the nature of the 
perversion). 

STARIDRIM, THE DARK ELF LORD 
Where Encountered:  Anywhere. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  35 

Armor:  elven plate (plate +2) 

Weapons:  Elven Warhammer (1d10+2) 

Attack Chance:  Warhammer 75% 

Special Abilities:  Staridrim is a first circle magician as well 
as a powerful fighter. 

THRONE OF BONE 
Where Encountered:  Where least wanted. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  200 

Armor:  as plate 

Weapons:  Skeleton warriros 

Attack Chance:  40% 

Special Abilities:  Skeleton warriors may be released in 
almost unlimited numbers from the Throne’s mass.  The 
Throne also confers the powers of a 12th Circle 
necromancer upon its chosen “master”. 

DANLAS GRIMREDE - ELVEN CHAMPION 
Where Encountered:  anywhere Chaos may be attacked. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique),  
accompanied by 40-60 horsemen and 200-240 archers. 

Hit Points:  20 

Armor:  elven chain under the tattered remains of his 
high court garb. 

Weapons:  enchanted sword “Moonkiss” (2d6) 

Attack Chance:  75% + 15% for the sword. 

Special Abilities:  Danlas has learned a smattering of 
magic, mostly concealment and location spells. 
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RPG PROFILES  Continued 
 

ZENTAZZ OF THE BRIAROSE KNIGHTS 
Where Encountered:  Where good deeds need doing. 

Numbered Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  30 

Armor:  Plate 

Weapons:  holy sword +25 to hit, d10+5 damage 

Attack Chance:  sword 65+25% 

Special Abilities:  Rides a giant flying Bumblebee 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

LEONARAN DRAGONMASTER 
Where Encountered:  At the forefront of the battle against 
chaos. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  25 

Armor:  as plate and mail. 

Weapons:  Enchanted sword (1d8+4); Claw (1d6+2) 

Attack Chance:  85% with sword and claw; 70% with other 
weapons. 

Special Abilities:  Leonaran may speak with any dragon. 

 
 

BLASAVIUS DRAGONLORD 
Where Encountered:  Wherever plunder may be had. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  25 

Armor:  as plate and mail 

Weapons:  Twin enchanted swords (1d8+2) 

Attack Chance:  80% with swords; 70% w/ other weapons. 

Special Abilities:  May speak with any dragon. 

COUNT CALIBURN OF THE CHAYGRIS 
Where Encountered:  At the head of the forces of good. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  15 

Armor:  full +2 plate 

Weapons:  Enchanted Sword (2D3+3) 

Attack Chance:  75% with sword; 65% with other weapons. 

Special Abilities:  Immune to poison. 

CHURUN 
Where Encountered:  At the most inconvenient spot. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  20 

Armor:  as +4 plate 

Weapons:  Flail mace (2d4); Claw (1d6+1) 

Attack Chance:  75% with mace; 70% with claw; 65% with 
other weapons. GRIMSKULL THE REAPER 

Where Encountered:  Anywhere he has "business" 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  35 

Armor:  full plate. 

Weapons:  Great Sword (3d6) 

Attack Chance:  85% with sword; 60% with other weapons. 

Special Abilities:  Wounds inflicted with his great sword 
require twice the normal amount of time to heal. 

GERALDORN BEASTLORD 
Where Encountered:  By preference, in wild places. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  20 

Armor:  as plate and mail. 

Weapons:  Enchanted sword (1d8+3) 

Attack Chance:  85% with sword; 70% with other weapons. 

Special Abilities:  Shapeshifter. 

K'KANTHLATL THULUSSUN 
Where Encountered:  Usually at or near the sea. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  15 on land; 30 at sea 

Armor:  as plate and mail 

Weapons:  Great Axe (2d6) 

Attack Chance:  80% with axe; 70% with other weapons. 

Special Abilities:  Anyone seeing his face must save as if 
they had seen a medusa, or have his sanity shattered. 

HELIUS HELIONARIUS 
Where Encountered:  Wherever evil shadows the land. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  15 

Armor:  +3 chainmail 

Weapons:  Greatsword (2d6+3) 

Attack Chance:  85% with sword; 80% with other weapons. 

Special Abilities:  Helius may be healed with magic light 
spells as well as with normal healing spells, and he 
automatically reganerates 3 hit points at sunrise. 

SIR ROGIER DU FALCONE, THE PHOENIX KNIGHT 

Where Encountered:  Anywhere, at the behest of the 
Lords of Law. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  20 

Armor:  as full plate and shield 

Weapons:  Magical mace (1d10+2) 

Attack Chance:  70% with mace; 65% with other weapons. 

Special Abilities: Sir Rogier is immune to flame attacks.  If 
slain in battle, the Phoenix Knight will rise again in flames 
with the rising sun! 
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RPG PROFILES  Continued 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

MECHANICAL KNIGHT 
Where Encountered:  In dwarven holdings and 
armies; berserk (Damaged) mechanical knights may 
be found almost anywhere. 

Number Encountered:  Usually 1 but armies and 
large delves have many. 

Hit Points:  35 

Armor:  As plate and shield. 

Weapons: Dwarf warhammer (1d12) or lance (1d10) 

Attack Chance:  35% with its weapon. 

Special Abilities:  Mechanical knights are, of course, 
immune to sleep; emotion, or mind controlling 
magic; the large amounts of iron in them gives a 
magical resistance of 20%. 

LORD NIMROD, WEAPONMASTER 
Where Encountered:  Wherever the pay is right. 

Number Encountered:  1 (unique) 

Hit Points:  30 

Armor:  as plate and mail 

Weapons:  Falchion sword (1d6+3), Dagger Shield (2D3) 

Attack Chance:  95% with sword; 90% with other weapons. 

GRENDELS 
Where Encountered:  Dismal fens and desolate marshes. 

Numbered Encountered:  1 

Hit Points:  30 

Armor:  As mail plus shield 

Weapons:  fangs (2d4) and claws (1d8 each) 

Attack Chance:  45% bite; 2 claws 65% 

Special Abilities:  Movement is normal in swamps and 
water; regenerates 3 hit points per turn, if still alive; 
enhanced sense of smell; aura of sleepiness (any characters 
within 15 feet must make a saving throw as against a spell, 
or become drowsy and fall asleep). 

GNOLL CHAMPION 
Where Encountered:  Anywhere, but usually forests 
and grasslands where Gnolls range. 

Numbered Encountered:  1  

Hit Points:  30 + 1d10 

Armor:  Hide as scale; may wear any. 

Weapons: Any hand weapon (+ 1d6 damage) 85%; 
Claw (1d8 + 1d6) 90%; Bite (1d10 + 1d6) 70%. 

Special Abilities:  Can sniff out a hidden being’s 
location or trail 65% of the time. 

EARTH DEMONS 

Where Encountered:  Wild places or where the earth is 
threatened. 

Number Encountered:  1-3 

Hit Points:  45 

Armor:  Immune to non-magical weapons; as plate to 
magical weapons. 

Weapons:  2 fists (2d6 each) 

Attack Chance:  60% for each fist.  

Special Abilities:  Earth Demons are independently 
motivated embodiments of the earth.  They are of low 
intelligence but great power.  Earth Demons may form 
projectiles to throw from any source of dirt or rock (50% 
chance to hit for 2d10 damage) once per turn.  They may 
freely pass through any amount of soil or rock at half their 
normal speed.  Earth Demons may shatter construction of 
earthen or stone materials with a touch. 

CHIMERA 

Where Encountered:  Usually in wild and desolate 
places.  Chimera are chaotic beasts of foul 
temperament.  They kill wantonly without any 
regard for their dietary requirements. 

Number Encountered:  Individual or a pack of D3+2. 

Hit Points:  15 

Armor:  As studded leather. 

Weapons:  3 Bites (1d6 each); 2 claws (1d6); flaming 
breath (1d10).  

Attack Chance:  50% with bite; 60% with claws; 70% 
with breath. 

Special Abilities:  Flaming breath may only be used 
4 times a day. 

SKELETAL GIANT 
Where Encountered:  Nearly anywhere. 

Numbered Encountered:  Rarely more than 1. 

Hit Points:  60 

Armor:  Scraps of armor equivalent to chain mail. 

Weapons: Sword (2d6) or spiked club (3d4). 

Attack Chance:  55% with weapon. 

Special Abilities:  Immune to sleep, emotion or mind 
controlling magics. 

HYDRA 

Where Encountered:  Hydra are renowned in legend 
and myth as guardians of great treasures.  Usually in 
swamps, marshes, or ruined areas; sometimes as a 
guardian beast for a wizard. 

Number Encountered:  Usually 1; or 3-5 at once. 

Hit Points:  35 

Armor:  As chain mail plus shield. 

Weapons:  Bite (1d8)  

Attack Chance:  35% with each head, each active 
head may attack each melee round. 

Special Abilities:  Each 5 points of damage kills one 
head. 
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RPG PROFILES  Continued 
 

 42:3 THE PRESS GANG WANTS YOU! 

Written by Dale Kemper 
 

 Your party has just walked into a silent and apparently deserted clearing.  Suddenly – POP! – there stand five strangely-garbed 
individuals where a second before, there was nothing!  As you try to take cover, you notice one of the strangers pointing a shiny 
tube at your group. 
 In a moment, you are lying on the ground, paralyzed and helpless.  Congratulations!  You’ve just been recruited into the CHAOS 
WARS!  What awaits you is nothing less than absorption into the struggle for control of reality itself.  A conscription into high 
adventure, to be sure… but it’s also a life sentence. 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

MECHANICS OF THE PRESS GANG 
 

Where Encountered:  Anywhere.                           Number Encountered:  One Press Gang (unique), with all five members present. 
 

Duration of Visit:  A very short period, at the discretion of the GM.  After a limited span of time the Press Gang will involuntarily 
return to its masters (the Great Musthumper will return to the Cornucopian battlefields and regain consciousness there), taking 
with them any recruits they control at that time.  The Gang will seize no more than two recruits from any locale. 

 

Actions:  Upon arrival the Press Gang will waste no time in launching either a physical attack from Dalfour’s stun rifle, or a magical 
spell from Katheel.  These attacks are intended to temporarily disable a potential target to permit the Press Gang to grab him.  
The Gang will not inflict undue casualties, and will seek to minimize the impact of their intrusion; they will fight only defensively 
unless their mission requires combat.  There is no replacement ammunition for the AK-47, so this weapon will be used only as a 
last resort. 

 

MEMBERS OF THE PRESS GANG 
The five strangers are all human in size and shape.  They materialize in a tight wedge formation, facing in the general direction  

of potential victims.    See (39:4) for more information on the members of the Press Gang. 
 

MUSTHUMPER 
  
 
 
 

Special Rules:  His erratic behavior ties in with the Press Gang’s unexplained mode of transportation.  If he is hit with a liberal dose  
of water in the face, he will immediately regain his senses, wondering where he is.  With Musthumper’s concentration broken, the 
Press Gang will immediately dematerialize along with any recruits they’ve managed to capture. 
 

DALFOUR EXEC 

Hit Points:  40 Attack Chance:  95% with stun rifle; targeted P.C.’s roll saving throw 
as against magic spell -3. Armor:  As full plate +2. 

Weapons:  LBD-8Q Mark VI Stun Rifle 
Special Abilities:  Infrared detection gear built into his helmet.  
Replacement parts for his cybernetic units in backpack. 

 

KATHEEL, THE DIMENSION DANCER 

Hit Points:  20 
Attack Chance:  50% with staff.  No saving throws against this spell. 

Armor:  As plate. 

Weapons:  Enchanted staff  (2d6+3) 
Special Abilities:  Can teleport instantly to various planes of 
existence.  Enchanted staff offers armor bonus in defense. 

 

SIDEWINDER 

Hit Points:  20 
Attack Chance:  90% with sword.   80% with other weapons. 

Armor:  +2 leather. 

Weapons:  Sword (1d6+2) Special Abilities:  Stealth. 
 

ANATOLI DOLOKHOV 

Hit Points:  20 Attack Chance:   3d6+4 per round 

Armor:  As leather. Special Abilities:  Anatoli carries a set of magical binders, or cuffs, 
which, when placed on the victim’s wrists, will render the wearer 
unconscious until they are removed. 

Weapons:  AK-47 assault rifle and six  
    30-round clips. 

Hit Points:  30 Attack Chance:  70% with axe. 

Armor:  As scale mail. 
Special Abilities:  Possible berserker tendencies. 

Weapons:  Axe. 

RPGs 
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99:1  CONTRIBUTORS 
 

The following people have donated time, talent, and energy to make the return of the Chaos Wars successful.   

ARTISTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EDITORS, PLAYTESTERS, DEMO TEAM MEMBERS 
 

Wes Hempfield    James Shaw      Ross Rodman         
Mark Graham     Rob Dean      Norm Dean       
Jeff Berry      Jim Dupps      Rich Smethurst 
          

  

MINIATURE PAINTERS 
 

Jeff Moore      Cail Hill        Luke Trimble      Joe Elverson    
Mark Iddings      Tom Sheaffer     Mike Hernandez     Corey Lenigar  
Wes Hempfield      James Shaw       Ross Rodman      Mikael Igge Holmberg 
Jamie Long       Kam Aronhalt     Greg Jones       Justin Chandler    
Brad Cashdollar     Ed White       Chad Thorson       

Chad Thorson   

Contributed Artwork for:       book. page.    

Beastmen Troops       b.1 p.10 
Fae, Gnome, and Halfling Troops  b.1 p.11 
Orcs Encounter - Dwarven Tunnels  b.3 p.27 
Elf Warlord – Dartheren Mythos   b.3 p.29 & b.5 p.14 
Elf Warlord – Hemsle the Hunter   b.3 p.30 & b.5 p.15 
Elf Warlord – Wentle the Trapper  b.3 p.31 & b.5 p.16 
Orc Warlord – Gaxken Lukcokvich   b.3 p.32 & b.5 p.17 
Orc Warlord – Garrik      b.3 p.33 & b.5 p.18 
Personalities – The Doom Bunny  b.5 p.12 
Orcs Encounter - Wraith     b.6 p.9 
Orcs Encounter - Skeletal Sabretooth  b.6 p.9 
Orcs Encounter - Dwarven Statues  b.6 p.10 
Elfin War Chariot       b.6 p.15 
Commission and Contact info at: 

Black and White Illustrator 
Email:      chad.thorson@yahoo.com 
Website:      MaximumRockRolePlaying.blogspot.com/ 

Loren Muzzy 

Contributed Artwork for:  book. page.  

Goblin Archer        b.3 p.4 
Orc Shaman        b.3 p.13 
Hooded Goblin Archer     b.3 p.17 
Bugbear         b.6 p.29 

Commission and Contact info at: 

Email:  arlingtongraves@gmail.com 
Facebook:  FaceBook.com/Loren.the.Black 

Gennifer Bone 

Contributed Artwork for:  book. page.  

Orc Encounter – Steam Cannon   b.2 p.19 
Elf Study         b.3 p.17 
Elf Warlord        b.3 p.20 

Commission and Contact info at: 

Email:    genniferbone@hotmail.com 
Website:   onwingsofink.blogspot.com/ 
Patreon:  patreon.com/ladyredfingers?ty=h 

Cynthia Kirk 

Contributed Artwork for:  book. page.  

Goblin Archer        b.3 p.19 
Orc Command       b.3 p.24 
Starburst Shield & Cleric’s Shield  b.3 p.30 & b.5 p.15 
Round Elfin Shield      b.3 p.31 & b.5 p.16 
Elite Elfin Shield       b.3 p.31 & b.5 p.16 
Elf Swordsman       b.6 p.15 
Orc Shaman        b.6 p.53 

Commission and Contact info at: 

Email:    vanyell1967@gmail.com 
Phone:   740-253-1691 
Facebook:  facebook.com/vanystuff 
Twitter:  twitter.com/vanyell1967 

Bill Stolpin  

Contributed Artwork for:  book. page. 

Dwarf Steam Cannon      b.4 p.28 
Fire Breathing Salamander    b.6 p.21 

Commission and Contact info at: 

Email: Bill@Stolpinart.com 
Website: StolpinArt.com 
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 99:2  NOTESx 
 
YOUR EXPERIENCE  
 We hope you enjoy playing these introductory Fantasy Rules.  Whether you are an experienced gamer or a beginner, these rules 
were designed as a simple, straight-forward gaming system.  Experienced players should find these rules ideal for a quick evening 
game.  The newcomer to miniatures gaming should find our rules easy to understand, yet challenging to play. No matter what your 
gaming experience, as you master the rules, we encourage you to invent your own rule variations, create new spells, and discover 
new monsters.  As you come up with new ideas, we invite you to share them on the forums at www.RalPartha.com.   
 
THIS DOCUMENT 
 In addition to providing you with the Classic CHAOS WARS rules, this document is also a celebration of everything that has come 
before.  After much consideration, we chose to attempt to find and use as much classic Ral Partha artwork as possible.  We wanted 
to share with you, everything that brought us to where we are today.  This document contains most of the artwork from past blister 
cards, bag headers, boxes, catalogs, and magazine advertisements, generated from Ral Partha’s art department.  We have attemted 
to include all of the artwork, stories, scenarios, and ephemera that have made Ral Partha miniatures a staple of the hobby industry.  
It is with respect and rememberence of the past, that we move forward together into the future. 
 
WEBSITE 

 Visit our website:     WWW.RALPARTHA.COM    where you will find: 

 

Regularly Released New Material    New Scenarios         Background Information 
  Sample Army Rosters         Campaign Settings       More Artwork 
  Army Building Tools        Alternate Spell Lists      Experimental Rules 
  New Special Characters       Interviews         Concept Sketches 

Previews of Upcoming Releases      Forum          Unreleased Minis 
Skirmish Rules          Advanced Rules 

 
CONCEPTS FOR THE ADVANCED RULES 

We have a lot of weird and fun stuff planned for the Advanced Rules.  As much as the classic rules are for introductory or quick 
and fun games, the advanced rules will be a setting that allows players perform complex maneuvers, field lots of spell and weapon  
options, for a immersive experience. 
  

 Troops can be fielded in groups of 12-51 Infantry or 
6-27 Cavalry. 

 Features a “Command Event” where the player may 
Move, Shoot, Cast Spells, etc. in an order of their 
choosing. 

 Features progressive Morale levels, where Morale 
diminishes, and troops weaken, before they break.  

 Combat is resolved by rolling 1 (or more) D6 per 
figure engaged in combat, applying some 
situational modifiers, and rolling against the target's 
Combat Ability, Armor Value, and Defense. 

 Allows players to field any type of model they wish, 
under both generalized and many specific unit 
entries, with appropriate points costs. 

 Options for troops to be equipped with a vast array 
of combat weapons, ranged weapons, armor types, 
and special equipment for Characters and Elite 
Troops. 

 Ability to field Beast masters & Hounds, with 
optional upgrades to small and medium sized 
monsters. 

 Artillery, Weapons Teams, Chariots, War Wagons, 
Steam-Powered Engines, Air Ships, Baggage Trains, 
War Ships, and Battlefield Fortifications. 

 Character Skill Types allow for Engineers, Sappers, 
Hunters, Bards, Assassins, Rangers, Clerics, and 
more. 

 Designed for both controlled, competitive play, and 
narrative scenarios games. 

 Options to Break from Combat, Countercharge, 
Make Way, and perform combat operations like 
Shield Wall or Push Forward. 

 Multiple troop formation options such as Rank & 
File, Line, and Skirmishing. 

 The gaming community will be actively involved in 
the development and refinement of the rules. 
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AN INVITATION  
FROM IRON WIND METALS 

 

    Having  successfully funded our kickstarter to produce Wave 1 of the Chaos Wars miniature 
releases, Iron Wind Metals is in full swing preparing to send out rewards to our backers, and 
preparing the reformatted Classic Rules and new Advanced Rules for Chaos Wars. 

    As members of the gaming community ourselves, IWM leadership has always appreciated the 
elaborate story backgrounds, wonderfully painted miniatures, fan generated artwork, and special rules and campaigns that gamers 
have created for many gaming systems.   

    Many of these efforts go unpublicized and many fans never get a chance to enjoy them.  We intend to change that.   

   We are inviting active MINIATURE PAINTERS, ARTISTS, WRITERS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, and potential DEMO TEAM members to work 
with us to create the authorized lore of the Chaos Wars.    

    We can’t pay you for your work but will give you credit in the publication, exposure to the marketplace, and published work to 
build your portfolio.  Here is how it works: 

MINIATURE PAINTERS 

    IWM holds the production rights to the vast majority of the classic Ral Partha fantasy ranges.  This gives us a portfolio of 
miniatures sculpted over 25 years by some of the best sculptors in the business.  Currently, IWM is producing over 1200 miniatures 
that are compatible with Chaos Wars.  Our plan is to expand the range by re-mastering and releasing an additional 1800 classic Ral 
Partha sculpts, so that 3000 different miniatures are available, in a variety of sculpting styles, scales, and themes.    

    We are offering skilled painters the opportunity to paint a 12 figure unit of infantry or a 6 figure unit of cavalry which we will use 
in demo games, and feature in advertising, and on packaging.  You will be compensated with an additional set of the unpainted 
figures.  We will also credit you for your work wherever it is used or pictured.   

    IWM will offer the best painters the opportunity to paint additional miniatures, including monsters, dragons, and new releases.   

ARTISTS & DESIGNERS 

    We have several major projects that will feature artwork in the coming years:  Advanced Rules, additional RPG modules, Skirmish 
rules, and several Campaign books.   

    All of the written Chaos Wars materials (plus scenarios and background stories) will be available on our website as a free 
download.  We will be regularly plugging the availability of these downloads in our electronic and physical advertising, with inserts 
inside our sets of miniatures.   Printed copies will also be available.   As a miniatures company, we want to get the Chaos Wars rules 
and stories into the hands of as many gamers as possible. We believe that your artwork (and contact information) will end up in the 
hands of thousands of gamers and industry professionals.   

    When the artwork is used by IWM, a clear and visible caption will be included in the document, stating the title of the piece 
(Determined jointly by IWM and the artist), artist’s name, and whatever contact info the artist desires.  If the artwork is on the 
front or back cover, the caption will be placed on the interior front or back cover, respectively.  The artist will have permission to use 
the Chaos Wars logo, and the branding: “[Title], of Ral Partha’s Chaos Wars” whenever the artist sells prints or the original artwork 
for this specific piece of art, and may use the image of the artwork for self-promotion such as in a gallery or on a website.  Additional 
details will be worked out between the artist and IWM. 

PHOTOGRAPHERS 

    Photographers are invited to help us create a vast array of images for our catalogs, advertising, and future rules and campaign 
sets.  All Photography work will be credited. 

WRITERS 

    The world of the Chaos Wars is a fantasy setting where a Greater Demon has torn holes in reality, allowing forces from various 
places, times, and realities to spill into the world.  This is a large canvass to work on, and allows for many interpretations of new and 
classic fantasy concepts.  Once the basic guidelines of the Chaos Wars world are available, writers are invited to create storylines and 
background for specific armies within the Chaos Wars world.  The only requirement is that the writing must remain within the 
guidelines.  Submissions will be reviewed, and if published electronically or in print, the writer will be credited.  We will especially be 
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looking for the individual histories of the warriors fighting the Chaos Wars. We will invite the best writers to create and develop new 
characters and campaign settings.   

DEMO TEAM 

    We are currently building a network of Demo Teams.  We are looking for active players with a strong sense of sportsmanship, and 
a dedication to fantasy war gaming.  We need point-persons in every community, and a local demo team to support each point 
person at regional events, and local conventions.  IWM will invite the best Demo Team members to demo at major gaming events.  
Demo Team members will help IWM create new rules, consider revisions, and build future scenarios and campaign settings.  Demo 
team members will also be supported with badge assistance at major events, special discounts, exclusive miniatures, and the 
opportunity to purchase new releases before the retail market. 

In Conclusion 

    Help us shape the world of the Chaos Wars, and be publicly recognized for your efforts.  Together we can build a unique 
miniatures driven fantasy gaming universe that the entire fantasy gaming community can participate in. 

Personal Messages from Iron Wind Metals 

    As someone who more and more with each passing year finds himself limping further into that venerable group known as 
“industry old-timers” it takes a lot to get me excited about a project. While 33 years of making minis doesn’t exactly make me an 
elder sage of the gaming community, it certainly qualifies me for the title of “grizzled veteran”, and as such I’m a bit jaded. The 
amazing response and support that we’ve received for our KickStarter to re-ignite the Chaos Wars and return to the timeless 
miniatures of Ral Partha’s golden age, and further, to move forward with exciting new sculpts in that grand tradition has re-lit a fire 
in me - one that I hope we can all share in.  
    I look forward to joining together with dedicated friends and partners, and with the creative and talented brothers and sisters of 
the gaming community, as we work to build a new fantasy universe made by and for people who love amazing miniature sculptures 
and miniatures gaming. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Michael Noe 
President, Iron Wind Metals 
 

Last weekend [March 2015], I had the pleasure of introducing my 22 year old son to Ral Partha's Chaos Wars. We have been 
gaming together since he was five, but I had never played Chaos Wars with him.  

It was wonderful to pull out the classic Ral Partha Elves and Orcs that I love, and to play a traditional fantasy war game with him.  
Thanks to everyone who is backing us and helping bring Tom Meier's exquisite fantasy minis back into this world and into the world 
of the Chaos Wars. By the way, I lost the game.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Marc Rubin 
Partner, Iron Wind Metals 
   
 
    As a longtime proponent of tabletop fantasy battles, this project is very exciting to me personally.  For years, I had hoped for a 
game that would allow players versatility and range in their choices of what they field on a tabletop, and access to a more enriching 
and fulfilling experience.  The classic rules for Chaos Wars come a long way towards this.  With the Advanced Rules, we intend to go 
even further towards making the best game possible.   
    This is your opportunity to participate in that effort, and create a game that we all can enjoy for many years to come.  If you are 
interested in participating in this project in any way, please contact me directly.   

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
 

Sincerely,  
 

Jacob Fathbruckner 
Partner, Iron Wind Metals 
Chaos Wars Sales & Product Development 
Jacob@RalPartha.com 
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CHAOS WARS: CLASSIC RULES 

EDITION 2.0 
 

BOOKS NEEDED TO PLAY 

Book 1:  GAME MECHANICS 
Concepts – How to Play - Campaigns 

 

Book 2:  BUILDING AN ARMY ROSTER 
Options - Step by Step Instructions 

      

ALSO AVAILABLE 

Book 3:  ANCIENT RIVALRY CAMPAIGN 
Elf and Orc & Goblin Army Rosters – Personalities - 14 Campaign Scenarios 

Book 4:  LEGENDARY SCENARIOS 
10 Classic Chaos Wars Large Scale Scenarios 

Book 5:  PERSONALITIES OF THE CHAOS WARS 
Classic Chaos Wars Personalities – RPGs – Additional Materials 

Book 6:  ARMIES OF THE CHAOS WARS 
Sample Army Rosters 

Book 7:  ARMY BUILDING TOOLS 
To Assist with Army Roster Building          

FUTURE RELEASES 

Book 8:  CLASH OF RUNES AND BONE Campaign 
Dwarf, Undead, and Troglodyte Army Rosters 
New Campaign Scenarios (Tunnel Fighting, Cursed Grounds, Jungles) 
New Dwarf, Undead, and Troglodyte Personalities 

Book 9: CHRONICLES OF THE WANDERER 
History / Timeline of the Chaos Wars world 

Book 10:  DAE-SHIRU RETURN Campaign 

Book 11:  CELESTIAL CONFLICTS Campaign 
 

 

 

 

As these books are made available, they will be available for free download at: 

www.RalPartha.com 

TO BE ANNOUNCED 

 
TO BE ANNOUNCED 
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GAME REFERENCE SHEET 

 

Troops Making Ranged Attacks 

 (D6 Roll +/- Ranged Modifiers) / Target’s Armor 
 

 

 

 

Individuals Making Ranged Attacks 

Roll Number of D6s equal to Ranged Prowess: 
(D6 Roll +/- Ranged Modifiers +/- Armor Modifier) = 5+ 
 

 

 

 

Troops Making Melee Attacks 

 (D6 Roll +/- Melee Modifiers) / Target’s Armor Value 
 

 

 

 

Individuals Making Melee Attacks 

Roll Number of D6s equal to Melee Prowess: 
 (D6 Roll +/- Melee Modifiers +/- Armor Modifier) = 5+ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MELEE COMBAT MODIFIERS 
Situation Modifiers 

Attacker is a Peasant Troop Type -1 

Attacker is a Yeoman Troop Type 0 

Attacker is a Knight Troop Type +1 

Attacker is riding a Standard Mount  +1 

Attacker is riding a Large Mount  +2 

Attacker is riding a Very Large Mount  +3 

Attacker is riding a Giant Mount  +4 

Every 2 Infantry missing from Attackers unit -1 

Every 1 Cavalry missing from Attackers unit -1 

Attacking the enemy's Flank +1 

Attacking the enemy's Rear +2 

A Leader is attached to the attacking unit +1 

Attacking while in a River Ford -2 

Attacking while in a  Stream -1 

Attacking an opponent that is Uphill -1 

Darkness or Unable to see -1 

RANGED ATTACK MODIFIERS 
Situation Modifier 

For every 1 Cavalry Casualties from the firing unit -1 

For every 2 Infantry Casualties from the firing unit -1 

Firing thru or into terrain -1 

Firing from, thru, into Darkness/Magical Darkness -1 

The Target is airborne -1 

Less than half of the firing unit have line of sight -1 

Firing over friendly troops (Volley Fire) -2 

Firing from an elevated position (hill, tower, etc.) +1 

Firing at an elevated target +1 

Troop Attacks 

Modified Roll Divided by Armor Value 

Modified 
Roll 

Target's Armor    

1 2 3 4   

1 1 1 0 0 

<   
Number 

of  
hits on 
target 

< 

2 2 1 1 1 

3 3 2 1 1 

4 4 2 1 1 

5 5 3 2 1 

6 6 3 2 2 

7 7 4 2 2 

8 8 4 3 2 

9 9 5 3 2 

10 10 5 3 3 

Rule Name Details 

Amphibious May move across rivers, ponds, and larger bodies of water at half speed.  Movement through swamps or marshes occurs at normal rates.   

Aquatic 
Moves thru all water-based terrain (rivers, ponds, larger bodies of water, streams, marshes, swamps) without penalty, and increases their 
movement by +2" when doing so.  Suffers -1” when on solid ground. 

Demonic Benefits from the rules: ‘Relentless’, ‘Fearsome’, and ‘Super-Natural Armor’. 

Dragon Fire 
Ranged attack used primarily by Dragons.  Range distance is 12”+ the Dragon’s Rank.  The attack does not apply any modifiers due to the target’s 
Armor Value, when rolling to cause damage.  Non-Dragons with this rule count as having a Rank of 0. 

Fearsome Opponents in Melee with this unit suffers a   -1 modifier to their Morale Check rolls.  Units which have this rule are immune to this modifier.   

Forest Walker 
Suffers no penalties for being in a woods, forest, swamp.  Gains the Regenerate ability when in contact with a woods, forest, stream, pond, 
marsh, river, or lake. 

Flaming Pitch Ranged attack distance is 14".  Target suffers -2 to Armor Value. 

Flight 
When flying, Infantry Troops move 10”, Winged Cavalry Troops and Characters move 16”.   
When not flying, Troops suffer -1 movement.  Additional rules for Flyers found in section (10:0). 

Incorporeal 
The unit gains +2 Movement, are unaffected by terrain, and immune to non-enchanted missile fire (not immune to magic spells and dragon fire).  
They may move through friendly and enemy models without penalty, and have a magic resistance of D3, rolled each time the unit is magically 
attacked.  When in magical light, enemies gain a +1 Melee Modifier against the unit. 

Regeneration 
On any turn in which the unit is not; in combat, in magical light, or attacked by missile fire (magic or ranged), it will regain one point of Vitality.  
Causalities caused by enchanted weapons, magical spells or dragon fire cannot be regained in this way.   

Relentless Does not Check Morale, unless in Melee Combat against a Priest, or unit with a Priest attached.    

Super-Natural 
Armor 

Gains +1 Armor value against all non-enchanted, non-magical attacks.  Note: all Creatures have magical attacks.   Maximum Armor Value is 
always 4. 

Tough Hide Modifies Armor Value by +1, due to their thick hide or scaly skin.  Max Armor Value is always 4. 

Undead Benefits from the rules: ‘Relentless’, ‘Fearsome’, and ‘Super-Natural Armor’. 
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